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Baron Von 
Munchausen

• A fictional person created by the 
German writer Rudolf Erich 
Raspe in his 1785 book Baron 
Munchausen's Narrative of his 
Marvellous Travels and 
Campaigns in Russia. 

• The character is loosely based on 
a real Baron, Hieronymus Karl 
Friedrich, Freiherr von 
Münchhausen.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Erich_Raspe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baron_Munchausen%27s_Narrative_of_his_Marvellous_Travels_and_Campaigns_in_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baron_Munchausen%27s_Narrative_of_his_Marvellous_Travels_and_Campaigns_in_Russia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baron_Munchausen%27s_Narrative_of_his_Marvellous_Travels_and_Campaigns_in_Russia






DSM-5 
Category: 
Somatic 
Symptom and 
Related 
Disorders

•Factitious 
Disorder

• Factitious disorder is a DSM-5 
(Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, 5th ed.) diagnosis 
assigned to individuals who falsify 
illness in themselves or in another 
person, without any obvious gain. The 
diagnosis for an individual falsifying 
illness of another person is factitious 
disorder imposed on another.



Symptoms of Factitious Disorder







Factitious Disorder Imposed on Another (FDIA)
Cleveland Clinic Description

act as though their child or dependent has a medical condition that needs 
attention

However, the child or dependent person isn’t sick. People with factitious 
disorder imposed on another (FDIA) lie about an illness in another person.

This other person is usually someone in their care — often a child under the 
age of 6. In some cases, the dependent person can be another adult, disabled 
person or an elderly person.



Sudden Infant Death and Munchausen 



Who is most 
likely to 
have 
factitious 
disorder 
imposed on 
anther 
(FDIA)



• Being a parent, usually a mother, but the person can also be the adult child of 
an elderly patient, spouse or caretaker of a disabled adult.

• Sometimes being a healthcare professional or having medical knowledge.

• Being very friendly and cooperative with the healthcare providers.

• Appearing to be quite concerned — some might seem overly concerned — 
about their child or designated patient.

• Possibly also suffering from factitious disorder imposed on self. This is a 
related disorder in which the caregiver repeatedly acts as if he or she has a 
physical or mental illness when he or she has caused the symptoms.



Often, people with FDIA have an inner need for their child (or other 
dependent person) to be seen as ill or injured.

• Possibly also suffering from factitious disorder imposed on self. This is a 
related disorder in which the caregiver repeatedly acts as if he or she has 
a physical or mental illness when he or she has caused the symptoms.

• This isn’t done to achieve a concrete benefit, like financial gain.

• It’s is often done in order to gain the sympathy and special attention 
given to people who are truly ill and their families.



“Red Flags” 
inconsistencies 

between 
patient history 

and medical 
observations.



Some other 
possible 
warning 
signs of FDIA 
can include:



Factitious disorder imposed on another can lead to 
serious short- and long-term complications, including:

• Continued abuse.
• Multiple hospitalizations.
• Death of the victim.
• Research suggests that the death rate for victims of FDIA is 

about 10%. In some cases, a child victim of FDIA learns to 
associate getting attention to being sick and develops 
factitious disorder imposed on self.

• Considered a form of child abuse, FDIA is a criminal offense.



Case Study



Investigation
• One of the biggest concerns in cases of FDIA is the safety of 

the child or dependent person. Ensuring their safety is 
important and this often involves placing them in the care of 
someone else. This can take a team of people to accomplish, 
including:

• Social workers.
• Foster care organizations.
• Law enforcement.
• Healthcare providers.



Investigations
https://leb.fbi.gov/articles/featured-articles/investigating-medical-child-abuse 
By Michael C. Weber

https://leb.fbi.gov/articles/featured-articles/investigating-medical-child-abuse


Multidisciplinary Team



Social Media



Medical Staff



Other Witnesses



Initial Interview





Computing Devices and Other Evidence



Interrogation (aka Interviewing)







Key points

• Dependent patients are vulnerable to 
Munchausen syndrome by proxy, but 
few cases are reported involving adults.

• Identification in older frail patients is 
challenging given the atypical 
presentation and comorbidity common 
in this population.

• The usual motivation of the abuser is 
receipt of attention and gratification, 
rather than material gain.



Key points

• Inconsistent history, no diagnosis 
despite many investigations and 
improvement on separation from 
carer suggest the condition.

• When suspected, local procedures 
for protection of vulnerable adults 
should be followed. (Surveillance 
Cameras are helpful)

• Like an Arson – this is committed 
in secret and takes professional 
expertise to identify



My Key 
points

• Southwest VA seems vulnerable for this 
unusual condition

• Isolation and our Demographics
• Less Resources (mental and physical care) 
• Our Strongpoints – Communication and 

Teamwork
• Canada and the United Kingdom
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